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Round 8 Men’s Results 

Golden Grove 17 9 111 

Broadview 17 11 113 

A Grade 

Golden Grove 12 7 79 

Broadview 7 5 47 

B Grade 

Under 18s—Bye 

Golden Grove 16 10 106 

Flinders  
University 

6 9 45 

C Grade 

Golden Grove 31 26 212 

Flinders  
University 

1 0 6 

D Grade 

 
Round 6 Women’s Results 

Golden Grove 14 13 97 

Happy Valley 2 2 14 

A Grade 

Golden Grove 2 2 14 

Old Ignatians 10 13 73 

B Grade 

West End Sponsorship: Due to the new guidelines for the league and West 
End sponsorship, we are restricted to two non-Lion brand beer products. The lines 
retained are those with the highest sales. 

 
Club News 



Application for Social Membership 
 
Fee for 2018 - $35 Single or $60 Family 
($1.00 off for alcoholic drinks and 50c off non-alcoholic drinks) 
To be forwarded with application to: Golden Grove Football Club,  
PO Box 1238, Golden Grove Village, SA, 5125       Website: ggfc.com.au 

 
Surname:___________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Given Names:________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Address:____________________________________________________________  
 
 
Contact Number:_______________________Mobile:_________________________  
 
 
Email address:________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Date:________________________________ Signed:_________________________   





 

Under 7 Gold 

Our little Golden Super Stars have been on a roll since round 1, with each 
player having an increase in focus and everybody getting amongst it result-
ing in a positive and confident vibe existing within our group. 
 
Our captain for the day Braddles took the warm-up and provided instruc-
tion to his teammates on all aspects of the GGFC Junior Warm-Up Matrix 
and the boys respected and responded to his voice. 
 
Moving on to the game, we have been locking down the midfield ball-ups 
up until now and this week was no exception with our hard nuts Jacko and 
Ayden controlling the ground balls and our speed demon Alessio (AKA 
Lightning) roving the packs and even his own ruck tap pushing the ball forward. Captain for the day Liam was also 
in on the action and leading the group advising on the ruck tap positions that we had been practicing at training. 
 
It was a bit of a goal fest in our forward line with 3 out of the 4 players scoring and some good ball movement with 
the kids making space prior to calling for the footy. The Wrecking ball wasn’t happy just with one goal for the quarter 
and added another to his tally towards the end of the term. All the action wasn’t just up forward either with our de-
fence coming into the play, but they showed great discipline manning up and being in front of their opponents. 
 
The only point, possibly needing attention across all zones was our second efforts to the contest and never give up 
team rule that we have been so disciplined with during the previous games. The message was conveyed during the 
quarter time address as a minor tweak on what was another impressive display of Burra Footy and was taken on 
board by the group who responded the following quarter. 
 
Q2 saw another great quarter with a couple of players rising to the challenge to take a run with the footy and have a 
go at bouncing the ball rather than a touch on the ground and then lift their eyes and pass off to a teammate. Feed-
back from the opposition coach during the quarter backed this up with the complement of the high quality of our 
kids' skill level with lace out, drop punts hitting their desired targets and players reading the play and pushing across 
to space before calling for the ball. 
 
We went into the half time break on a high with a bucket load of goals already and everybody getting amongst it, but 
were dubious of what our third quarter would hold as we have previously gone to sleep and allowed the momentum 
to shift back to the opposition. 
 
We didn’t totally stall in the third term, but the contest was back and forth throughout with some highlights for both 
teams. Liam cleared the ball nicely out of our defence to a player hanging out wide in the midfield with what may 
have seemed to be a pin point pass from the sidelines, but little did he know that the coach was watching his eyes 
and they were not looking forward so unless he had developed some form of telepathy the accuracy of his kick was 
possibly more luck than skill. Fletcher received what must have been a 100mph torpedo handball as it blew him off 
his feet and soaring through the air, but fortunately he dusted himself off and kicked the ball into our forward line.  
Our final term had more midfield highlights with the kids mapping out their own plays with ruck taps and centre 
clearances and it was great to see them communicating with one another as to where to stand and where to run 
once the ball was received. 
 
The kids are continuing to take on board aspects of our training drills even implementing some strategy into the play 
so we will be widening our training scope to cover some greater detail in these areas and also working on linking 
our ball transfers even more effectively across the field. 
 
It’s been great to see many of the quieter kids from last season coming alive and tearing it up on the field and we 
have a great mix of players within the group and try to balance this out across the lines ensuring everybody is get-
ting an opportunity to shine in their role for the team. 
  
Scorers:  Jack Hartwell 2.2, Mason Smart 2.1, Liam Inglis 2-0, Ayden Kaftan 1-2, Alessio Musolino 1-1, Fletcher 
McMillan 1-0, Aiden Wilkinson 1-0, Brodie Jarvis 1-0, Noah Bache 1-0, Oliver Fraser 1-0 



 

Under 8 White 

For a Sunday morning, in late May, it was warm and the rain stayed away. 
With Captain Cooper at the post, we ventured off to Para Hills.  I was unsure 
what Para Hills were going to bring. They only have the one U8 team, mean-
ing they could have some quality rolling through their side.  
 
What I did know, is that our Burras are starting to hit their straps and we're 
coming off some really positive performances. I was confident on what we 
can deliver!...And deliver they did! 
 
Within the first 15 seconds, we had a shot on goal. That shot missed, but what happened next is where we really 
started showing what we can produce. Immediately, our forwards were manning up for the Para Hills kick in. There 
was not an easy kick anywhere. Para Hills brought the ball back into play and it was picked off by us and slotted 
through for a major! 
 
The hugely pleasing aspect of all this, is that it wasn't a once off. The pressure from our team kept coming. Whether 
it be picking up a player, getting to the contest, or the big one, pressuring the ball carrier. The exciting part is we can 
improve much, much more, in all these areas.  
 
The reason why we saw it on show today is because we had more contributors. Most teams will have 1 or 2 handy 
players. Para Hills certainly had a couple. The difference was how we had such an even spread of players getting 
involved. I love seeing the likes of Kale taking those marks. I love seeing Caleb running out of the backline and lac-
ing out one of our mids. I love seeing the clean, one take pickups off the ground by Owen. I love seeing the pres-
sure being applied on the ball carrier from Dakota, Tom, Zane, Cooper, Eli, Cailan, Hunter, etc, etc (hey, I could 
name almost all the players here)! 
 
I love this stuff so much more than goals. The goals will come. They will come if we do these pressure acts. 
In saying that, it was very rewarding to see Levi get his first goal of the season. He celebrated in style and then to 
show it was no fluke, followed it up with a second! 
 
We saw an extension of the TEAMWORK displayed last week and we took it to another level. Being on the ground, 
I get to communicate constantly with the kids to help them with their footy, but what I heard today was on-field lead-
ers in the making. These young Burras are really starting to gel and work off each other. Players were helping each 
other set up. Players were saying "you get into a free area and I'll pass to 
you". Because of our teamwork, we are seeing a huge spread of goal kick-
ers. Almost all players have kicked a goal this season, but our "team first" 
ethic is so strong in this group, that team mates are always looking to dish 
off a goal to someone who hasn't got one yet. We saw Ryan, Tom, and 
Cailan handing of goals to their mates. It makes me so proud to be a part of 
this great group of kids!   
 
We won't get ahead of ourselves. We have some challenging games ahead. 
We'll keep working and improving each week! Well done Burras and we'll 
see you out on the training track! 

After a hard fought win against Modbury in the pouring rain on a Friday night, the boys came up against Broadview at 
home on a sunny autumn evening. 
 
Golden Grove Gold v Modbury:  Modbury was the hardest game we have played and the boys scrambled hard 
to ensure they continued their winning form. Mitchell Weaving was the captain and he lead from the front. A scrappy 
match in the rain that was well fought out by our boys. Cooper and Brady dominated with 3 goals each. 
 
Scorers: Brady 3.1, Ethan 1.1, Dylan 1, Declan 1.1, Henry 2.3, Cooper 3, Noah H 1.1 
 
Golden Grove Gold v Broadview: Golden Grove dominated this game. A fantastic speech by the coach who 
asked the team to acknowledge their 2 players who celebrated 50 games by playing hard and producing their best. 
The captain Reuben lead by example with 10 kicks and 6 marks. His work in the middle was amazing. Brady scored 5 
goals in his 50th game and Noah H got 10 kicks, 4 marks and 3 hand passes for his 50th game. The whole team was 
strong with 40 marks taken during the game. The team scored 15 goals and it was another game where the defensive 
end were left a little cold as the ball did not venture that way. 
 
Scorers: Brady 5, Dane 2.1, Henry 1, Owen 2.1, Tyler 1.1, Declan 1, Cooper 1, Riley 1.1, Reuben 1.1, Mitchell 0.1 
 

 

Under 8 Gold 



 

Under 9 Blue 

Round 5 saw U9 Blue return to Harpers Field to play Walkerville. Numbers were 
again strong this week with only Cameron unavailable, our captain for the day was 
Lochy. It was a typical Sunday morning at Harpers Field with many games on and 
people and kids trying to find where they were playing. The pre match warmup was 
performed with a high level of intensity with plenty of voice.  
 
The first quarter commenced with a number of strong footy from both teams, in the 
middle Jamison and Kadin appeared to be everywhere early both involved in a 
number of plays with a couple of strong marks a highlight. Sam created excellent 
pressure on the opposition with a number of strong tackles. In the defence, Austyn 
started well taking a great mark to save a certain score. At the other end of the field 
opportunities to score were limited with Brady and Jacob both being tackled close to 
goal. The siren sounded to end a very tight quarter with scoring for both teams lim-
ited after strong defensive pressure. 
 
The break gave all involved a chance to grab a quick drink, complete the rotations as well as highlight a number of 
great plays from the first quarter. The second commenced with the boys in the middle working well together to move 
the ball into our forward line where Brady was again busy and was unlucky not to get the first goal for the quarter. 
Other highlights in the forward line was a great chase and tackle from Lochy and long goal from Jayden. Down the 
other end of the field, Jackson started fast after having a rest in the first quarter whilst Ryan was playing great de-
fensive footy ensuring that the Walkerville forwards didn’t get any easy possessions. The siren sounded to conclude 
the first half and the boys came together for a quick drink. 
 
After a couple of oranges and some words of encouragement the boys seem to come out running extra strong after 
the long break. In the middle, Ryan demonstrated a great tap which allowed Jackson to be able to move the ball. 
Fellow midfielders, Patrick and Brandon were covering lots of ground with the ball and also applying great pressure 
when not in possession. The opportunities to score remained low due to some great defensive play from both 
teams. In the forward lines, Louis and Jamison adhered to the structure to stay deep and both were very unlucky 
not to score. Down the other end of the field, Harry and Lochy continued to provide plenty of run and also stopped 
Walkerville’s movement with a number of strong tackles. The siren sounded to conclude the 3rd quarter with final 
rotations completed, the boys were ready to complete the game. 
 
The message was to be first to the ball and run & tackle hard if we weren’t. The last quarter commenced really well 
with great tap from Austyn to Lochy. As the quarter went on Jackson, Patrick and Jayden ran out the game very 
well with a number of strong runs. Austyn was also unlucky not to be paid what would have been an impressive 
mark with the ball just spilling out of his hands. The tackling and second efforts by the boys was certainly a highlight 
of the last quarter. In the forward lines, Jamison did a great tap to Sam who was able to kick a great team goal. Late 
in the quarter, Jackson kicked a long ball into the forward line where Kadin took a strong mark. Another highlight 
from the last quarter was some great team play from Ryan to allow Patrick to run with the ball and not get tackled… 
Exactly what we had be practicing at training during the week. 
 
As the final siren sounded, we congratulated the other team for a great game and sang the club song extra loud. 
Today’s game was clearly the best game as a team for the year and it was very pleasing to see that a number of 
things that we have been practicing at training come out in our game. 
 
Lastly, I would again like thank all that assisted with the game in particular Daniel, Scott and Michael who again 
greatly assisted with marshalling and motivating the boys. Round 6 will see us on the road to play Modbury. GO 
BURRAS! 



 

Under 10 Blue 

This week’s game was away against the Fitzroy under 10's. It looked like it was going to rain and even showered a 
little throughout the game, but this wasn't going to discourage our boys, nor the parents this week. All in all, the con-
ditions were great for a great game of footy. 
 
The game started off as a bit of a wrestle but eventually Fitzroy broke through and scored the opening goal. This 
was ok, it was still early, but before we knew it they had managed to kick a couple more. We went into the quarter 
time break only a couple of goals down, but the game so far felt like Fitzroy were further in front. The second quar-
ter felt similar to the first and unfortunately for our boys the opposition managed to extend their lead, things were not 
looking too good. The half time break gave us some time to rest and recharge and gather some thought for the sec-
ond half. In a fast start to the third quarter, the Burras managed to kick a quick opening goal, this was followed by 
another. With a few more scores for the quarter, and with us managing to keep Fitzroy scoreless for the quarter, we 
went into the third quarter time break just in front. The final quarter saw our Burras extend their lead and eventually 
finish up as winners. Well done to all the team, and well done to Fitzroy for a wonderful contest. 
 
Our captain today was Jordan Tyler who lead like a true captain does and even managed to kick 2 goals. Other 
goal scorers were Joey Musolino, Ethan Wadsworth, Mitchell Sobczak, Lucas Bagnato, Owen Manders, and Will 
Atkins. Another game with many shots at goal which is always a good sign, hopefully we can kick more goals and 
less points next week but at least we weren't hitting the post today. Go Burras!! 

This week we played Ingle Farm at home and it presented us with a massive challenge and a big opportunity. The 
challenge was to beat one of the better teams in the comp and an opportunity to get our season up and running with 
two wins in row.  
 
We welcomed back Isaac Luders from injury for his first game of the season ,and a very good game it was and also 
kicking 1goal. The first quarter was tight with our mid field and backline battling hard. Daniel Chisholm got a knock to 
the nose and was brave enough to get back on after a short time too recover as did Mitchell Callaghan suffering a 
blood nose and getting back into the game after recovering. 
 
Caleb Davey and Owen Gwilt continued on with their improvement playing very good games , tackling hard and using 
the footy well. 
 
Solid contributions from Alex Pengilly , William Jones , Blake Schembri , Liam Cattuzzo , Brodie Leisavnieks , Brayden 
Barnes helped to keep us in the game. 
 
Zachary Pope and Nicholas Tarca were both very good players all day and both managed to score 1 goal each. 
Ingle Farm were controlling the game after half time. Brody Feltrin , Darcy Kelly , Jake Scurrell and Lochie Hardie were 
working hard to keep us in the game and played well. 
 
Robert Short was getting better as the game went on and was able to snap a great goal from the pocket. Daniel Cow-
ie , Joel Porteous-Hurst , Kyan Varesanovic and Jai Callaghan were able to step up when needed and contribute to 
the team. 
  
Unfortunately Ingle Farm were too good and ran away with the win. Golden Grove 4.5.29 to Ingle Farm 9.8.62 

 

Under 12 White 



 

Under 12 Red 

This week the U12 Reds played TTG at Harpers field. We were celebrating Daniel Hewitt’s and Jakson Ray 100th 
games for the Golden Grove Football Club. Daniel led the boys out onto the field as captain with Jako Vice Captain 
and won the toss kicking to the southern end. 

    
We knew that we had to perform better than last week to get the job done and we need to get a good start out of the 
middle Tom Stevens, Tyson Durdin and Jai Arnold got us off to a great start. Fighting hard at the contest with Tom 
winning 90% of the ruck taps, Jai Arnold hard running and tackling hard and Tyson Durdin playing the defensive 
centreman role perfectly we had the majority of the play.   
 
Zac Bartlett and Kaya Allan played tough defensive games attacking the ball hard picking up the ball with one grab 
and made sure their players did not get the ball in the first quarter.  It wasn’t long before Tyson Hartmann had his 
first goal and we were away, but unfortunately as much of the play that we did have we did not apply much score-
board pressure. 
 
The first quarter ended Golden Grove 1.1 to TTG 1.2 
 
We had played well and everything we were asking of the boys was coming through in there play and with a switch 
up of play we had Lachlan Giles rucking in the middle with fierce determination and Talan Cooper who ran hard all 
day did a particularly good job of defending building the wall and not letting the ball out of our forward line.  But it 
wasn’t long and TTG got the ball over the back and got a goal up on us, the boys kept fighting hard Michael Tarzia 
and Chris O’Malley were taking good marks around the ground and when Tom Stevens found the ball from a beau-
tiful handball from Chris we had our second Goal.   
 
But as much as we had the ball TTG had a couple of good players that were keeping them in front. Daniel Hewitt 
was given the role of manning TTG leading goal scorer playing back pocket on his 100th game and what a great 
effort he made ensuring his player did not kick a goal all day. Great Game on your 100th game Daniel! Declan 
Braybrook continued his great form attacking the ball hard was able to keep us in the game, but when TTG got an-
other couple goals we knew we would need to bounce back.  
 
The second quarter ended Golden Grove 2.2 to TTG 4.2 
 
Trying to get the score on the board in the third quarter proved difficult as TTG started to get momentum during the 
quarter but our defence was very solid with Jakson Ray playing his 100th game the determination to not lose this 
one was showing. Cael Gursoy’s defence was outstanding on one occasion flying through the air at a contest know 
one thought he could get to knocking the ball out of the TTG players hands and picking the ball up getting the ball 
forward. Great game Jako and Cael!  When the ball was up forward Joshua Richter looked lively taking a great 
mark just outside his kicking distance, but with a fair effort just missed and this was our only score for the quarter. 
 
The third quarter ended Golden Grove 2.3 to TTG 6.7 
 
We didn’t feel that we were out of the game and always knew we could get momentum back, but it wasn’t going to 
be easy. Xander Mossop started the run with some outstanding sheppards and getting the ball regularly. Xander 
had a great game spoiling consistently.  Riley Sewell and Kalan Weaving took the game to another level and we 
were starting to turn the game. Riley took two really big marks around the ground and defended hard on TTG’s ma-
jor ball winner reducing his effect at the stoppages. Kalan was hard at the ball tackling hard and, on several occa-
sions, unlucky to be rewarded with holding the ball.   
 
When Samuel Rudd fought hard at the bottom of the pack wrenching the ball out and getting it to Talan Cooper who 
slotted to goal we thought we were still a chance. Luke Scott was holding our defence up attacking every ball that 
came down. But although our effort on the day was excellent and in the last quarter kept TTG goalless, we didn’t 
manage to get the score on the board. 
 
 



Best players on the day included Tyson Durdin, Riley Sewell, Zac Bartlet, Kalan Weaving, Tom Stevens, Declan 
Braybrook and Daniel Hewitt. 
 
Final Scores: Golden Grove 3.3.21 def by TTG 6.11.47 
 
Goals: Tyson Hartmann 1, Tom Stevens 1, Talan Cooper 1 
 
I would like to thank Leanne Scott for her great photos on the day. 

 

Major Sponsors 



 Gold Sponsors 

Silver Sponsors 

 

Bronze Sponsors 

 

Tailored Sponsors 

CAFÉ DE 

VILIS 

ADELAIDE OFF ROAD 

BRYCES BAKERY 

CHICKEN JIM 

CHRIS BARRON ENGINEERING 

D & S QUALITY MEATS 

JARVIS NORWOOD 

JOHN’S PRINT CENTRE 

 

FASTA PASTA 

PIZZA BITE 

ST JAMES FIRST AID 

TTG GOLF CLUB 

XTREME INFLATABLES 

ZAMBRERO 






